
An Appeal to provide Oxygen cylinder/refill/support to nearby 

hospitals & needy citizens 

We are all aware that whole world has been facing COVID Pandemic and our country is 

facing unprecedented situation during the second wave and it is noticed that there is a 

huge shortage of medical oxygen and beds in the hospitals across the country. Being 

an educational institute you have all the infrastructure and might be possessing a few 

oxygen cylinders with you in your chemistry lab or welding workshop etc. and therefore I 

appeal to donate these oxygen cylinders to nearby hospitals & needy citizens and also 

to help them to refill those oxygen cylinders.  Your help to hospital and needy citizens 

will immensely help the nation to tide over the crisis. You are also requested to provide 

oxygen concentrators to nearby hospitals & needy citizens as far as possible. Wherever 

requested or feasible, provide Covid isolation centres. 

It is also to mention that Indian Institute of Science (IISc) has developed an oxygen 

generation system for small-scale medical requirements. The process uses low power 

and meets the specifications as per the MoH&FW. We had already intimated about this 

couple of days ago. 

In view of the above, AICTE requests Interested agencies, institutions and individuals 

interested in using the design, may contact Prof. Dasappa for further details. Support 

will be extended in terms of complete product engineering drawing, bed material 

information and necessary control logics under Open Source Licensing terms. 

For more information : 

Email: dasappa@iisc.ac.in, scube@iisc.ac.in 

Website: https://lnkd.in/dwjgTcs 

Link:https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6791593753820831744 

 

You are requested to kindly disseminate this information among all the faculty 

members, students, etc. so that they can avail/help in this pandemic and can serve the 

nation in this crisis. 

If the lessons of humanity are not used now, we don’t deserve to be called humans. 

Let us join hands to fight against the Covid pandemic. 

PFA:- https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Juj8vN_-

pTGzCF7MxvbzoiR0jJITZ2Lr/view?usp=sharing 
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